
Using oneAPI for Making Banking 
Secure with Biometrics Face



- Searches and compares in more 

than 30 million in less than 3

seconds

- 100% in cloud

- 0,0000000007 False Accept Rate

- Fight Fraud and Authenticate 

Users

- Robust Algorithm (low image 

quality)



Protection of people, financial market 
and retail from identity fraud

Face capture and document scanning

Useful for mobile application 
for opening accounts and 
transactions

CLOUD

Biometrics Cluster
Identifying 
millions of users 
in just 3s

Scalable 
operating power 
and high 
availability



Certiface  protecst  honest people, financial market and retail  
from fraud

When Certiface finds  a linked face with  many  different 
documents  (Tax ID), in the centralized base with millions of 
users, the system triggers an alert in real time



Robust Algorithm

Certiface uses several algorithms (proprietary 
and opensource) to process a robust solution 
based on computer vision.

Even with dark, low-quality photos, certiface 
can process facial biometrics



Cloud security for everyone.

Certiface processes biometrics of images and videos in real time 
100% in the cloud.

All biometric processing works in the cloud, no AI processing or 
computer vision is processed on the device.

100% in the cloud, even simple devices (basic cell phones), and low 
cost cell phones with little computational power are able to use the 
latest technology present in Certiface.



Certiface technology was designed to 

combat fraud and protect honest 

people by using technology to 

differentiate between a living person 

and a recorded video

Certiface use harness heterogeneous 

computing architecture including CPUs 

and GPUs from servers to notebooks. The 

software tools such as oneVPL, computer 

vision techniques with openCV and Deep 
Learning technologies based on Intel 

features.



• I take Linux seriously, researches and works with 

biometrics and computer vision since 1998.

• SUSE and openSUSE Leap Linux distribution

• openCV optimized for Intel processors

• Based on the Simple Decode example
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THANK YOU

Alessandro de Oliveira Faria
alessandro.faria@oititec.com.br
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